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Mood Materials, colours and photography.



Type & Colour



Type & Colour
Typography

Guideline for typeset sizing and usage.

ABCDEFGH
IJKLMNOP
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,  
consectetuer adipiscing elit.
 

Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor.  
Aenean massa.

Helvetica New Bold: 34 pt over 42 pt / Kerning 0

Alte Haas Grotesk: 100 pt over 100 pt / Kerning 0

Helvetica Regular: 21 pt over 27 pt / Kerning 



Type & Colour
Colour Palette

Kid lee’s colour palette is based on a minimal and subdued pallet,
incorporating the use of elaborate pattern.

FLAT WHITE C1 M13 Y7 K0 C70 M63 Y63 K63 PHOTOGRAPHIC



Brand Identity



Brand Identity
Primary Wordmark

Primary wordmark, can be used in both colour and black and white.  Where possible, 
use colour.  The logo can also be inverted to white for use on darker backgrounds.



Brand Identity
Primary Wordmark

Inverted primary wordmark.  White on black.



Brand Identity
Primary Wordmark Alt.

An alternative to the primary wordmark.  This, rounded and more inexact.



Brand Identity
Primary Wordmark Alt.

Primary wordmark alt, inverted.



Brand Identity
Wordmark Lockup

The primary wordmark locked up in a bubble, one with the speech bubble reference,
the other without. Both can be used interchangeably.



Brand Identity
Balance Icon

Brand symbol.  Based on the symbol for ‘balance’.  A reference to the balanced meal
and also draws reference to ‘head and shoulders.’



Brand Identity
Wordmark and Icon Lockup

Primary wordmark and balance icon in lockup.



Brand Identity
Type Treatment

Type treatment with blank line, prompting input.

My friend _______
is made out of
stardust atoms.     



Brand Identity
Visual Asset

Blank line and period, prompting input.



Illustration



Visual Equity
Illustration

Hand-drawn illustrations and captions by Ani Castillo to be used freely
throughout brand. 



Visual Equity
Illustration

Hand-drawn illustrations and captions by Ani Castillo to be used freely
throughout brand. 



Visual Equity
Illustrated Exclaimations

Illustrated ‘exclaimation’ elements hand-drawn by Ani Castillo.



Visual Equity
Illustrated Symbols

Hand-drawn symbol family, illustrated by Ani Castillo to be used freely throughout 
brand.  They can appear in colour or black and white.



Visual Equity
Hand Drawn Logo

Hand-drawn KID LEE logo. To be used ocassionally as a replacement for 
primary logo.



Packaging



Packaging
Juice Bottles

Branded french square juice bottle family.



Packaging
Juice Bottles

Branded french square juice bottle family.



Packaging
Coffee Cups

Branded coffee cup family.



Packaging
Stickers

Sticker family, to be used on packaging and personalized where possible.



Packaging
Food Service Packaging

Embossed pressed pulp clam and bagasse tray.

ON THE INSIDE TOP LID



Packaging
Custom Clam

 Branded, Biodegradable Pressed Pulp Foodgrade Clam



Kid lee. Slaw Container A

*Note: Lid is proposed shape and size,
listed available sizes/shapes are more flat

For sources see last page of document.

Packaging
Custom Clam Concept

 Pressed Pulp Foodgrade Clam (8 inch deep x 10 inch wide)



Materials & Signage



Materials & Signage
Front of House with flat white tile columns. marble extruded letters (front)



Materials & Signage
Front of House with flat white tile columns, reflective metal letters (3/4 angle)



Materials & Signage
Front of House with flat white tile, brand pink accents, type on tile + marble letters (front)



Materials & Signage
Front of House with flat white tile, brand pink accents, type on tile + reflective metal letters (3/4)



Materials & Signage
Front of House with flat white tile, brand pink accents, type on tile + reflective metal letters (3/4)



Materials & Signage
Pick up sign concept.  Brushed metal box, backlit - off white lettering.



Thank you.
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